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Abstract 
Quantum confined semiconductor nanoparticles (quantum dots, QDs) are promising candidates for various applications in 
emerging fields like electronics, solar cells, sensors and diagnostics. However, a larger scale production of QDs at high product 
quality is still missing. One of the key requirements to address this issue in the near future was identified to be a fast and in situ 
applicable characterization method. Suitable characterization requires knowledge on the full shape of the particle size 
distributions (PSDs) under investigation. Thus, determination of a mean particle size together with the width of the PSD is not 
sufficient. In the following, a method will be presented that allows the derivation of arbitrary shaped PSDs for QDs with direct 
band gap based on their optical absorbance spectra. After validation of the technique by means of ZnO nanoparticles the transfer 
of the concept to other QD materials like PbS and PbSe will be proven. Therefore we will extend our methodology and show how 
our approach can be used to derive spectral properties like the size dependent band gap energy. This is realized by proper 
calibration of the calculation results against PSDs determined by an independent analysis technique like transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). 
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1. Introduction 
During the past decades, quantum confined semiconductor nanoparticles (quantum dots, QDs) have found 
widespread interest in the field of electronics [1], solar cells [2-3], sensors [4] and diagnostics [5]. However, the 
technical production of larger amounts of product at high quality is still missing. Besides a general lack of 
knowledge on good processing strategies for colloidal structures, a major issue is the development of fast and cheap, 
in situ applicable characterization methods. They have to be applicable throughout the whole process chain that 
includes the synthesis of nanoparticles [6], purification [7] as well as stabilization [8] and – if necessary – an 
adequate post-processing like e.g. classification by size selective precipitation (SSP) [9]. All those steps determine 
the finally obtained dispersity of the sample which is a key requirement for tailored product properties. 
 
In the following, suitable strategies for the characterization of nanoparticles will be discussed. Our approaches 
are applicable to all the aforementioned process steps including purification and classification. We think that this is 
an important step towards controlled colloidal processing [10]. 
 
2. Derivation of Dispersity from Optical Absorbance Properties 
Due to the smallest dimensions of semiconductor nanoparticles (usually << 10 nm, close to the size of the exciton 
Bohr radius), strong quantum confinement effects are observed. In case of QDs the band gap between conduction 
band and valence band increases and becomes a function of the particle diameter. Thus, on the one hand, product 
properties of QDs can be directly adjusted by the particle size, on the other hand the absorbance features of a QD 








Fig. 1. Sketch of the correlation between PSD (left) and measured absorbance (right). Adopted from [11]. 
A colloidal suspension consists not only of one but of many different particle sizes. This is simplified sketched in 
Figure 1 (middle part) by large particles (black), medium-sized particles (red) and small particles (blue). Each 
particle size fraction has characteristic absorbance properties. Thus, a direct correlation exists between the 
underlying PSD (Fig. 1, left) and the absorbance behavior of the ensemble (Fig. 1, right). If (i) a linear superposition 
of the different contributions of the individual particle size fractions is assumed [12-14], (ii) optical properties of the 
bulk are available [15] and (iii) a correlation between band gap energy and particle size exists [16], the arbitrary 
shaped PSD is accessible via deconvolution of optical absorbance spectra. 
 
Details of this technique are discussed by means of ZnO nanoparticles in Segets et al. [17]. Therein, validation of 
the method was realized by two different approaches: first, the expected PSDs were determined by transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and compared to the outcome of the deconvolution algorithm. It became clear that 
within the accuracy of the TEM analysis - which is challenging for such small structures of only a few nm in size - a 
good agreement between the TEM derived PSDs (PSDsTEM) and the calculated PSDs (PSDsalg) was observed [17-
18]. Second, bimodal PSDs were created artificially by mixing suspensions with smaller (~ 3 nm) and larger (~ 5 nm) 
particles in different ratios. As illustrated in Figure 2, the underlying bimodal PSDs were directly derived from 
bimodal absorbance spectra and compared to the expected bimodal PSDs. The latter were calculated from the size 
distributions of the monomodal starting suspensions. It becomes clear that there is a nearly perfect agreement with 
the outcome of the calculation and the expectations. 













Fig. 2. (a) Bimodal absorbance spectrum derived by mixing aliquots of a suspension with smaller and larger particles; (b) comparison between 
PSDs derived from the bimodal absorbance spectrum shown in a) with the expected bimodal size distribution calculated from the 
monomodal PSDs of the two suspensions [11]. Reprinted with permission from Segets et al. “Analysis of optical absorbance spectra for 
the determination of ZnO nanoparticle size distribution, solubility and surface energy”, ACS Nano 2009 (3), p. 1703-1710 [19]. 
The technique is applicable to quantum confined semiconductor nanoparticles with direct band gap, negligible 
scattering (Rayleigh regime), known data on bulk absorption properties and - most important – a known correlation 
between particle size and band gap shift. Whereby the former requirements are usually fulfilled or can be addressed 
by assuming a 0-1 step function for the bulk properties [13, 20], the band gap shift usually is an issue. Especially 
when regarding new QD materials like ternary or quaternary structures or thinking on doped nanoparticles, little is 
known on this spectral property. Moreover, the establishment of such a correlation usually affords the time 
consuming evaluation of many samples for which the (usually TEM-based) derivation of a mean particle size is 
required. The finally derived mean size is correlated to distinguished absorption features like the peak maximum or 
the full width at half maximum (FWHM). Therefore the approach discussed up to now shall be extended to the 
determination of spectral material properties. This will be discussed in the next section. 
 
3. Calibration of size dependent band gap energy against known PSDs: determination of spectral material 
properties 
Figure 3 illustrates the extended approach following earlier work of Mićić et al. [12]. It does not only allow for 
the calculation of PSDs but also enables a pre-calibration of the size dependent band gap energy Eg(x) (with x being 















Fig. 3. Sketch of the extended approach for QD characterization demonstrated by means of PbS(e). Adopted from [11]. 
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Calibration is done against known PSDs, which have been determined by an independent characterization 
technique like TEM. Thus, in contrast to the former approach illustrated by means of the ZnO QDs, the expected 
PSDTEM is directly determined. A general expression for Eg(x), in the example presented herein we use a power law 
with three parameters a [nm], b [-] and c [nm], is implemented into the deconvolution algorithm. Parameters are 
then varied until a best match between PSDTEM and PSDalg is obtained. 
 
For this study we used PbS and PbSe QDs. TEM data as well as absorbance measurements of both materials were 
kindly provided by Haimei Zheng (LBNL Berkeley), Matt Lucas and Marcus Scheele (group of Paul A. Alivisatos, 
LBNL and University of California, Berkeley). Both, PbS and PbSe, belong to the most intensely investigated QD 
systems which are currently available. Such systems were needed for validation of our method due to the fact that 
for the extended approach enough data needs to be known that Eg(x) is sufficiently established. Further, it was found 
that due to the usually narrow PSDs of QDs, calibration is better done against two differently sized samples and not 
only against one. This ensures that a broad particle size range is covered. TEM data were evaluated by a semi-
automated procedure using the freely available software ImageJ [21-22]. For image analysis, different threshold 
(THS) values were used and for each sample at least 124 individual nanoparticles were analyzed. The results for 
different THS values as well as the parameters obtained by matching PSDsalg to PSDsTEM are tabulated in references 
[20] and [19]. The evolution of the finally derived size dependent band gap energy Eg(x) is shown in Figure 4a) for 














Fig. 4. Relationship between the fundamental band gap energy and particle size as derived for this project along with comparison to literature 
data of a) PbS [23-27] and b) PbSe [28-37]. Reprinted with permission from Segets et al., “Determination of the Quantum Dot Band 
Gap Dependence on Particle Size from Optical Absorbance and Transmission Electron Microscopy Measurements”, ACS Nano 2012 
(6), p. 9021-9032. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society [19]. 
It becomes clear that an excellent agreement exists between our data derived from a total quantity as small as two 
differently sized colloidal samples and the expectations after decades of intense research. This cannot only be seen 
as strong validation but also illustrates the high potential of our approach when it is used for the investigation of new 
materials with unknown spectral properties. In contrast to the previous section where the concept was always proven 
by the comparison to individual PSDs, the extended approach allows a superior validation against the size dependent 
band gap energy and thus against spectral material properties. 
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4. Conclusion and Outlook 
In conclusion, we could show that quantum dot (QD) particle size distributions (PSDs) of arbitrary shape are 
accessible from optical absorbance measurements. Requirements are that particles are small enough that quantum 
confinement takes place and that the scattering contribution to the overall extinction is negligible. In addition, the 
correlation between particle size and band gap energy Eg(x) needs to be known. Provided the latter is not available, 
it can be obtained directly by our method. This is realized by calibration of Eg(x) against to differently sized PSDs 
that have been pre-determined by an independent characterization method like analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) 
or transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
 
Being once established, the spectral characterization is applicable throughout the whole process chain during 
colloidal processing: particle synthesis [6, 18], stabilization against agglomeration [7-8] and classification by size 
selective precipitation (SSP) [9, 38]. Especially the latter can be analyzed quantitatively by well-established 
strategies known from the field of particle technology [39-40]. Such a quantitative evaluation reveals the high 
potential of SSP which shows separation efficiencies beyond N = 0.75 in the range of analytical classifications. In 
addition, it is seen to be easily scalable. Thus, we think that the in depth understanding of QD structure-property 
relationships together with appropriate in situ characterization is important to achieve an improved process control. 
The latter we see as a key requirement for an optimized dispersity which enables tailored product properties. This 
will allow the production of colloids at larger scale. 
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